MEMORANDUM
TO:

City Council

FROM:

David J. Deutsch
City Manager

SUBJECT: Status Report

DATE: May 23, 2013

1. Bike to Work Day
Last Friday, May 17th, was the annual Bike to Work Day event in the Washington, D.C.
region. The organizers of this event are Commuter Connections (Council of Governments)
and the Washington Area Bicyclist Association (WABA). As in years past, there were two
pit stops in the City: outside the Food Court at the Bowie Town Center; and, at the
Huntington Fire Station in Old Town Bowie. Region-wide, the number of pit stops increased
this year by 14 locations, to 72. Event organizers had set a goal of 14,000 participants.
According to a Commuter Connections press release late last Friday, this year’s number of
cyclists was 14,500, which was 1,800 more riders than last year (15%). Ten years ago, 3,200
riders participated in this event at 15 pit stops.
The Bowie Town Center pit stop had 50 preregistrants, with 30 of those attending (60%).
Twenty-nine cyclists preregistered for the Old Town Bowie pit stop; 16 of those rode to that
location (55%). Five “walk-ups” also attended for a total of 21 participants.
Special thanks this year are again extended to The Simon Property Group for offering their
site as a pit stop and for donating snacks and beverages for the riders, and to the firefighters
at the Huntington Fire Station for allowing us to use their location for the event.
2. BGE Rate Increase Filing With the PSC
BGE has filed with the Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) for a rate increase for
both electric and natural gas distribution base rates for both residential and commercial
customers. BGE does not provide natural gas service to Bowie customers. BGE contends
that the rate adjustments will be used to invest $3 billion over the next several years in capital
improvements to their electric and gas distribution systems to enhance safety and reliability.
Under the proposed rate adjustments, the total typical residential electric bill is expected to
increase by about $53 per year (approximately 4%), based on monthly usage of 800 kilowatt
hours of electricity. Attached is the press release provided by BGE that provides additional
information.
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3. Malcolm “Skip” Popp Award Presentation and Reception
The Malcolm “Skip” Popp Award is offered by the City of Bowie for Scouts and/or Scout
leaders who have performed extraordinary and distinguished community service, within
Scout organizations in the City. Ms. Diane Traweek from Girl Scout Troop 992 has been
selected by the Community Outreach Committee to receive the Popp Award for calendar
year 2012. During the past year, Ms. Traweek gave 600+ hours of service to Girl Scouting.
This included being actively involved with Service Unit, Association and Council events.
Troop 992 has grown to almost 50 members because she turned away no applicant due to her
belief that all girls should experience Scouting. Ms. Traweek’s efforts in community service
through the Bowie Stream Team cleanup project and other events, and her demonstrated
leadership in Scouting has made a positive impact on her community and the City. The
award will be presented to Ms. Traweek on Monday, June 3rd at the Council Meeting.
Council is invited to attend the reception which will be held at City Hall at 7 p.m. in her
honor.
4. Life at Allen Pond Park
“Life at Allen Pond Park” is the City’s latest addition to its collection of public art. The
artwork is a very large 16 feet wide, 6 feet high mural that will be hung on a wall at the
Boathouse at Allen Pond Park just in time for Bowiefest on Saturday, June 1. The mural
celebrates some of the variety of what Bowie residents and their neighbors enjoy about Allen
Pond and includes the pond and a paddleboat, various sports found at the Park, and the
playground.
The artist is George Tuggle, Jr. He is a member of Passageways Artists Studios, a Bowie
resident, and a member of the Arts Committee. The project has been a labor of love and
passion for him since he took this on last summer. He didn’t add his hours, but it’s easily
been a consuming project and has taken way over 1,000 hours of his life. The mural is all
acrylic paints painted on PVC panels.
5. Free Shredding & Styrofoam Recycling Event - June 15
The Public Works Department has scheduled another shredding event for Saturday, June 15,
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. It will take place in the parking lot at Bowie High School. Residents
can bring up to five kitchen-size trash bags or five archive boxes of their personal documents
to be shredded while they wait. Crew members will also be collecting expanded polystyrene
Styrofoam for recycling at this event. This is the stiff Styrofoam that is used in packaging of
electronics and other sensitive items. They will not be able to accept styrofoam plates, cups,
egg cartons or fast food containers. Residents can call the Public Works Department at 301809-2344 for more information. A publicity flyer for the event is attached.
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Baltimore Gas and Electric Company Files to Adjust Distribution Base
Rates to Fund Significant Reliability Investments
Proposed distribution base rate adjustments equate to an approximately 4 percent increase in
total bills for typical residential electric and natural gas customers respectively
Shoppingfor a competitive energy supplier and taking advantage ofBCE
s energy efficiency
and demand response programs can help offset proposed rate adjustments
Electric bills would still be lower than they were in 2009
BALTIMORE

May 17 2013

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company BGE today announced that

it has filed with the Maryland Public Service Commission PSC for adjustments to both the electric
and natural gas distribution base rates for its residential and commercial customers The adjustments
support continued investments in the electric and gas distribution systems enhancing safety and
reliability for BGE
s 2
1 million customers across central Maryland

Under the proposed base rate adjustments the total typical residential electric bill is expected to
increase by 4
41 per month approximately 4 percent based on monthly usage of 800 kilowatt
hours of electricity and BGE
s standard offer service The total typical residential natural gas bill is
expected to increase by 2
50 per month approximately 4 percent based on gas usage of 52 therms
per month and BGE
s default gas service When spread across all customer classes the proposed
base rate adjustments would result in an overall increase of 2
8 percent in total electric bills and 4
percent in total natural gas bills
filing today supports the significant investments we have made and must continue to make
to modernize our electric and natural gas infrastructure to further enhance reliability and safety for
the benefit of our customers said Kenneth W DeFontes Jr president and chief executive officer of
Our

BGE We understand that increases in our electricity and gas distribution base rates are never
welcome but the investments that we
ve made are already yielding tangible benefits for our
customers in terms of fewer outages and quicker restoration when outages do occur Since 2010
ve achieved a sustainable improvement of approximately 20 percent in systemwide reliability
we
However much more work and investment remains particularly given our customers rising

expectations and new and emerging demands placed on our system which was not designed to meet
the needs of today
s fast changing technological landscape

Over the next several years BGE plans to invest approximately 3 billion of capital in its systems
which will directly benefit its customers in the near term and into the future Just like the nation
s
more

highways bridges tunnels and municipal water utilities are in need of enhancement parts of BGE
s
electric and natural gas systems demand ongoing significant investment This investment enables
the company to continue to safely and reliably deliver electric and natural gas service to its
customers and comply with recently enacted state and federal reliability and public safety
requirements

Examples of the types of investments the company will fund with adjusted electric distribution base
rates include replacement of utility poles overhead lines and underground cable as well as tree
trimming and vegetation management While more than 60 percent of BGE
s electric lines are
the
has
more than 370
almost
one
third
of which are more than
000
underground
company
poles
40 years old Despite ongoing replacement of older poles through a comprehensive inspection and
maintenance program many poles installed during the regional growth of the 1950s and 1960s must
now be replaced BGE also has been steadily investing in the replacement of existing underground
cable increasing its spending from nearly 35 million in 2012 to a planned investment of

approximately 43 million in 2014
Additionally BGE continues to spend more on tree trimming and vegetation management to comply
with the new safety and reliability standards BGE spent more than 21 million in 2012 on

vegetation management costs and expects to spend more than 35 million in 2013 with this
increased level of spending expected to continue
Another example of such ongoing investment includes a multi year program that is focused on the
proactive maintenance and upgrade of the region
s natural gas infrastructure Specific components
include the replacement of hundreds of miles of cast iron gas mains with more durable modern

pipes in dozens of communities throughout central Maryland which is essential for maintaining

safety and meeting the needs of communities In 2013 BGE is investing approximately 30 million
in this program almost doubling spending since 2011 and replacing as much pipe in a single year as
had been replaced between 2009 and 2011 Despite today
s challenging economic environment
BGE remains committed to reinvesting funds derived through delivery service rates in these and
other projects in order to both keep pace and enhance the safe reliable delivery of electricity and
natural gas to its customers
BGE also included in its filing a plan to accelerate reliability enhancements to its electric distribution
system over the next five years as required under the Maryland PSC
s order related to the June 2012
derecho and consistent with recommendations made by Maryland Governor Martin s
Malley Grid
O
Resiliency Task Force last year BGE
s plan the Electric Reliability Investment initiative
proposes a series of reliability improvements that include

Expanding the program to improve performance of the most challenging electric line
feeders from 3 percent to 6 percent exceeding the Governor
s Grid Resiliency Task
Force recommendations

Expanding tree trimming standards to decrease the likelihood of outages caused by
fallen tree branches

Deploying a program of improvements to help reduce the time that customers are out
of service when outages do occur
Expanding the deployment of automated devices reclosers on 13 kV distribution
feeders to reduce the number of sustained outages on the system
Expanding recloser deployment on 34 kV lines to reduce sustained outages and to
more

improve the performance of 34 kV lines supplying distribution substations
Reconfiguring the locations of redundant power lines that serve substations to make
them less vulnerable to a single point of damage
Selectively undergrounding additional miles of overhead power lines and

Accelerating current wildlife protection measures at substations
BGE is proposing that the cost of its Electric Reliability Investment initiative be included in a
monthly surcharge anticipated to be in effect for five years The proposed surcharge includes only
incremental and accelerated reliability investments and is consistent with the Governor
s Grid
Resiliency Task Force report If approved the surcharge on the bill of a residential electric customer

is projected to be 0
34 per month in the first year beginning Jan 1 2014
Just as storm activity has increased over the past few years so too have the expectations of our
customers with regard to reliability customer service and service restoration said DeFontes We
believe that the Electric Reliability Investment initiative we are proposing will go a long way toward

addressing those expectations and expect it will improve electric reliability by about 10 percent upon
full completion of the initiative
BGE customers can offset the proposed increase and save money by shopping for a competitive
electric or natural gas supplier For example residential electric customers who shop can save up to
10 per month based on today
s electric commodity prices Currently more than a quarter of BCE
s
electric customers and more than 20 percent of its gas customers have chosen a third party supplier

for their energy supply The prices associated with the supply portion of a customer
s bill are set by
the global energy markets and not by BGE To learn more about energy choice and for a list of
suppliers visit www
comenergychoice
bge
In addition BGE has several initiatives and programs to empower customers with tools to better

manage and reduce their energy bills helping to offset the requested rate adjustments Currently

through BGE
s Smart Energy Savers Program the following initiatives are available
PeakRewards
Quick Home Energy Checkup
Horne energy performance audits
Energy efficient lighting and appliance rebates
Rebates for efficient heating and cooling equipment

Customers bills are directly related to the amount of energy they use per month and we are
working with our customers to help them become smart energy managers said DeFontes
Customers who shop for a competitive energy supplier as well as take advantage of the various
programs BGE offers to help them increase energy efficiency and lower demand are finding
meaningful savings Even with our proposed electric rate adjustment BGE electric customers would
still continue to have total bills that are lower than they were in 2009 considering overall lower
commodity costs and improvements in energy efficiency
Customers also can participate in our Budget Billing program to help spread out energy costs more
evenly throughout the year said DeFontes In addition we encourage customers who may have
difficulty paying their bills to contact us to discuss payment arrangement options or to learn how to
apply for energy assistance from outside agencies
The base rate adjustments would apply only to the distribution component of a customer
s bill
more

which funds distribution infrastructure

the poles wires underground cable substations pipelines

and other equipment that deliver energy to customers
s filing is being made at a time when other utilities throughout the state have similarly adjusted
BGE

their rates or have filed for rate adjustments
It is expected that the PSC will begin its formal rate review process shortly and conclude its review
in December 2013 Any changes in rates would become effective only after the conclusion of the
s review
PSC

BGE headquartered in Baltimore is Marvland
s largest gas and electric utility delivering power to
more than 1
2 million electric customers and more than 655
000 natural gas customers in central
Maryland The company
s approximately 3
400 employees are committed to the safe and reliable
delivery ofgas and electricity as well as enhanced energy management conservation
environmental stewardship and community assistance BGE is a subsidiary ofExelon Corporation
NYSE EXC the nation
s leading competitive energy provider with 2012 revenues of
5 billion
approximately 23
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Bowie High School Parking Lot
15200 Annapolis Road

Safely dispose of sensitive documents at this free

shredding event Bring in up to 550 pounds of documents

for shredding 5 tall kitchen bags or 5 archive boxes and
watch while the documents are shredded

No need to remove staples rubberbands or paperclips
For

more

information

contact

City of Bowie
Public Works

Department

301 8092344

or

email publicinfo@cityofbowie
org
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Styrofoam Recycling
Only expanded polystyrene will b
accepted for recycling at this event
is is the kind of styrofoam found

electronics packaging No cups
plates clamshells

or

egg crates

